Moline’s extensive experience manufacturing precision rotary cutters is well known in the industry. The cutting area used to manipulate these cutters on a make-up line has a direct impact on cutter performance, productivity and safety. From 24” to 60” wide lines, Moline offers the right solution.

**Moline Dough Cutting Systems**

- **Industrial Sheeting Lines**
- **High Capacity Donut Systems**
- **Specialty Cutters and Dies**

**Pneumatic Cutting Stations**

- Our most popular model.
- Provides adjustable and controlled cutting force.
- Allows quick cutter changes.
- Simple design requires minimal table space.

**Driven Cutting Stations**

- Positive drive allows precise control of cutting length or product position for high speed panning operations downstream.

**Dual Cutting Stations**

- Synchronized cutting, docking and/or crimping with two dies (see drawing at right).

**Other Available Models Include:**

- **Variety Strip**
  Easily adjusts for different cutting widths and lanes. Unique counter-weighted design controls cutting force.

- **Manual Quick Adjust**
  Economical option for 24” and 32” wide make-up lines.

Guards may be shown removed or open for clarity.
Again in 2006 Moline will exhibit at iba. The event, one of the top international trade shows in the industry, is held every three years and provides industry leaders a chance to show off their latest technology and services.

Look for updates at moline.com and in future issues of the Moline ADVANTAGE and EDGE newsletters.